
Swollen Members, Members Only
(Mad Child)
Experiment with mind control 
crowd convulses, we dont act on false impulses
discipline with fierce confidence of intrest
different opinions, but damned if we relinquished
intentional exuberance, tolerate the turbulance,
we attract the mentally disturbed and suburban kids,
Compulle your forces no time to take a breather, 
talkin cocky-ness and rock with these often over acheivers
viscous sense of humeur, turn you into a believer, 
either dig it or you dont, we wont settle for less,
you should hate us with a passion, or love us to death, 
da feelin of enchantment, this place for rapture, 
hits home for some, for others its hard to capture
adapt the interference with a sinaster appearence,
get devowered by a powerhouse of persaverence

Chorus (Prevail)
Swollen Members only, for a cerimony, 
you know, i know you know me,
tha ill testimony

(Prevail)
make concepts of mockeries, its simple in its motives,
you move went it moves, you plan out its orbits,
the consequence is that its heavy and its tax-less,
binge your body around with units made for blastin, 
it's a thrashin of national keen for action fill the streets,
the more i stress it, the less i feel complete,
the heels of my feet are burnt up from walking, 
up and down the pavement, yellin' slave auction,
i dont praise those options im not that innocent,
i raise my opinions through the nemesis dominion,
they rationally supply us with the big brother of
this brave new world, catch and dry with the lord of the flies
a presentation of demise printed in 30 dialects,
im early to rise, the connections of the monument.

Chorus x2

I'll be sure to tell your crew how hard you faught
Got rock, got caught bi this on slot of unrattled thoughts
Valley, vikings strikes us with vengance
Misguided angel means bad with good intentions
Pay attention, we rhyme with devine intervention 
see the intersection on connecting nerves now awake
because canon ball crushed means blast until they break
How is it living your life inside a limit?
I tried to find mine but found that they were non exsitant
Thats belief in myself and the verses i use
i have confidence and some how thats what gets me through
Me too my ego shines as bright as the sun
at the same time insecurity ways a tonne
Scandlous days are done thats probably the best step
Keep in focus and depth so bet on us get over from our talent
and arrest while we out balance the rest!

Chorus x2
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